Student projects and courses:
Projects at the Technical University of Denmark (DTU Aqua) in 2022 - 2025
General information
Students are welcome to join ongoing research projects or start their own independent project.
Students are welcome to work in groups. Most projects are flexible and may be tailored (e.g. scope
reduction) to meet student needs.
Students may choose to have their work location based either at DTU Aqua in Kongens
Lyngby (north of Copenhagen) or in Silkeborg (on Jutland). However, fieldwork is carried out in a
diversity of locations, including the estuary Roskilde Fjord and the bay Sønderborg Bugt (see picture
below). Student guidance covers project planning, method selection, interpretation and reporting. In
addition to the student guidance, the university offers a study location (desk, PC, access to library
etc.), laboratory space, transportation, software for video editing, different types of hardware (boats,
high quality microphone, underwater cameras, drone etc.) and a friendly and international work
environment. There is no need to learn the Danish language. Depending on the project, direct
financial support may be available. The university will ensure that students learn how to carry out a
research project and disseminate the findings to the public.
Further projects available at:
https://projektbank.dtu.dk/da-dk/Sider/BulletinView.aspx?EntityId=77f569e7-15ed-e811-811e005056a057de

Field work in the bay Sønderborg Bugt in 2018 (see link above). Students are from the Faroe Islands,
the Netherlands, the UK and France.

Scientific dissemination: application of video, pictures, sound and text to report important
discoveries
Aim:
The aim of this project is to disseminate scientific work and discoveries to a wide audience through
social media, web pages, podcasts and other available routes. The project will use diverse
journalism methods to approach and report various scientific discoveries.
Background:
Public interest in scientific work and discoveries is growing. At the same time, new technologies are
constantly improving our abilities to access and share information through a diverse range of media
outlets. To keep up with these developments, it is important for researchers to explore a wide variety
of options for sharing their work with the public. This communication is crucial, not only to raise
awareness of ongoing research, new ideas and exciting discoveries, but also for stakeholder
collaboration and potential funding of future studies. Indeed, the recent increase in fake news
highlights the importance of scientific dissemination to a wide audience.
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a) Aerial drone footage from field-work carried out in the bay Sønderborg Bugt in southern Denmark, and
b) senior scientist Jon C. Svendsen in an interview about restoring coastal marine habitats.

Content:
This project will use video, sound, pictures and/or text to report important marine biology studies to
a wide audience. Some of the studies are described briefly here, here and here, while some video
sequences covering experimental work are available here and here. The student will be given
access to a large amount of available material, ranging from text, screenshots and high-quality
pictures to video footage from aerial and underwater drones. The student will be expected to
demonstrate creativity and independence in order to edit the raw material and explore novel ways
of sharing the outcome with the public. Additionally, the student is welcome to join various field-work
trips undertaken by DTU Aqua. This gives the student opportunities to experience scientific data
collection first-hand and to acquire additional material for scientific dissemination. Participation in
the field-work is preferred, but not mandatory, as there is already sufficient material available from
previous studies for the student to report on.
Duration:
The duration of the dissemination project can be tailored to the time schedule of the student, but
project duration must be at least 3 months. The project is large enough to accommodate 2-3
students. Projects may last between 3-12 months.
Contact:
Jon C. Svendsen: Email: jos@aqua.dtu.dk / Phone: 00 45 93 51 16 63 / Twitter: @JonCSvendsen.

